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CYLINDER-TllMPERATURE AND COOLING-AlB-PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION 
FOR AIR-COOLED-ENGINE COOLING INVESTIGATIONS 
By Michael F. Valerino and Samuel J. Kauf'man 
STJ.fMARY 
A description of the types and the locations of pressure tubes 
and thermocouples satisfactorily used by NACA in multi cylinder-
engine cooling investigations is presented. The advantages and 
disadvantages of the various types of pressure tube and th.ermo-
couple are discussed with regard to reliability, durability, and 
ease of installation. 
INrRODUCTION 
Investigations of the cooling characteristics of air-cooled 
aircraft engines have utilized cooling-air-pressure and cylinder-
temperature instrumentation that differs appreciably with respect 
to type, number, and location of pressure tubes and thermocouples. 
Some of the investigations have given misleading results because 
of inadequate or nonrepresentative pressure and temperature measure-
ments. For example, large discrepancies were indicated between the 
cooling requirements of similar model engines as investigated in 
different installations. These discrepancies were greatly reduced, 
however, when proper choice of pressure tubes and thermocouples 
was made. 
A description is given of the type, number, and location of 
pressure tubes and thermocouples satisfactorily used by the NACA 
in multicyl1nder-engine cooling research. The instrumentation 
given has been evolved from the results of numerous experimental 
investigations conducted during the period 1936-46 and is intended 
to give a representative and accurate measure of engine-cylinder 
temperatures and cooling-air pressures. 
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CYLINDER T»1PERATURES 
Cylinder-Head Gooling Index 
Because of its simplicity and convenience, a single spot tem-
perature on the cylinder head is used to indicate the general 
cooling condition of the cylinder head. The maximum permissible 
value of this spot temperature (to give reliable engine operation) 
is determined by the eIl6ine manufacturer for each type and model 
engine from the results of a series of endurance tests conducted 
on the multicylinder eIl6ine. The types and the locations of 
thermocouples used for obtaining the cylinder-head cooling-index 
temperature are discussed in this section. 
Rear-spark-plug-gasket thermocouple. - The usual practice in 
engine-cooling work has been to use the temperature of the rear-
spark-plug gasket as the criterion of cooling. (See photograph of 
standard Army-Navy-Commerce (ANC) spark-plug-gasket thermocouple 
in fig. 1.) Although convenient for installation and maintenance, 
the use of the rear-spark-plug-gasket temperature as the eIl6ine-
cooling criterion has been found to be unsatisfactory because the 
gasket thermocouple exhibits extreme temperature sensitiveness to 
local cooling-air conditions, tightness of spark plug, and other 
installation conditions, all of which vary appreciably amoIl6 dif-
ferent installations, in particular, between the usual flight and 
test-stand investigations. 
NACA rear-spark-plug-boss embedded thermocouple. - In order 
to reduce the errors resulting from the sensitivity of the gasket 
thermocouple to installation conditions, an alternative thermo-
couple embedded deep in the rear-spark-plug boss was developed at 
the NACA. 
The location and installation details of the rear-spark-plug-
boss embedded thermocouple are schema~lcally shown in figure 2. 
The thermocouple is embedded at the bottom of a 0.107-inch-diameter 
hole drilled in the rear-spark-plug boss parallel to the axis of 
the spark-plug hole to a depth of 30 percent of the wall tbickness 
at a distance 45/64 inch from the axis of the spark-plug hole, 
450 down from the horizontal on the exhaust-port side of the boss. 
The iron-constantan thermocouple wires (28-gage glass-fiber 
insulated wires) are first soldered into a 0.107-inch-diameter 
soft brass pellet. This pellet is then inserted into and forced 
to the bottom o~ the thermocouple hole. A jig is used for quickly 
------ ----------- -----~-------- --~ 
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locating and drilling the thermocouple hole. As shown in the photo-
graph of figure 3, the thermocouple wires are led to a clip screwed 
to a cylinder fin. Heavier wires are silver-soldered to the 
thermocouple wires at the clip. 
The advantage of the boss-embedded thermocouple over the gas-
ket thermocouple has been verified in experiments which show that 
the cooling of similar model engines in different installations is 
in closer agreement when the cooling is based on the boss-embedded-
thermocouple reading than when based on the gasket-thermocouple 
reading. The boss-embedded thermocouple, however, lacks the 
ruggedness and durability required for service use and is therefore 
limited to use in engine-cooling investigations wherein the proper 
attention and care can be devoted to maintenance of the thermocouple. 
Bayonet thermocouple. - The bayonet thermocouple, which is 
currently being used on some air-cooled engines in place of the 
rear-spark-plug-gasket thermocouple, is shown in detail in the 
photograph of figure 4. The thermocouple installation is as 
follows: 
The ends of two insulated braided thermocouple wires are led 
through a stainless-steel protector tube and are embedded in a 
metal plug, which, in turn, is pressed into and soldered to the 
end of the protector tube. A spring around the tube is contained 
between a ridge located near the thermocouple end of the tube and 
a sliding clip located on the opposite end. As illustrated in 
figure 4, the thermocouple end of the protector tube 1s inserted 
in a hole in the cylinder-head wall. (For the engine cylinder 
shown in fig. 4, the hole 1s located just below the rear-spark-
plug bOBS.) Attachment of the sliding clip to a mating clip 
screwed into the cylinder wall compresses the spring and presses 
the thermocouple end of the tube tightly against the end of the 
hole in the cylinder wall. 
The bayonet thermocouple is of the contact type and is well 
adapted for ease of maintenance and handling in service. In order 
to check whether the bayonet thermocouple becomes inaccurate 
because of the change of contact cond1~10ns with operating time, 
such as may be caused by the presence of oil or dirt on the contact 
surface or by weakening of the bayonet spring and ~hU8 reduction 
of contact pressure, experiments were conducted on a double-row, 
radial, air-cooled engine equipped with bayonet thermocouples and 
instrumented, in addition, with boss-embedded thermocouples. Fig-
ure 5 presents the results of these experiments run over a period 
of 200 hours for a wide range of engine-operating an~ cooling-air 
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conditions. These results show a consistent relation between the 
temperature indications of the bayonet and boss-embedded thermo-
couples for the entire period of operation. In view of its consist-
ency of temperature indication, its ease of maintenance, and its 
ruggedness, the bayonet thermocouple is considered desirable for 
service use to provide an index of engine cooling. Care should be 
taken that the thermocouple hole and bayonet are clean before 
installation of the thermocouple. 
Cylinder-Head Survey 
OutSide-wall-surface thermocouples. - in engine-cooling inves-
tigations, the cylinder-head cooling-index thermocouples are gen-
erally supplemented with additional thermocouples to survey the 
cylinder-head temperature distribution. Some of the locations on 
the cylinder head used for the temperature survey are indicated in 
the photograph of figure 6 and are outlined as follows: 
(a) Front, rear, intake, and exhaust sides of head at level 
of top piston ring when piston is at top center, Tl, T2, T3, and 
T4, respectively 
(b) Side of exhaust chamber, T5 
(c) Top of exhaust chamber, T6 
(d) Above exhaust port, T7 
(e) Above front spark plug, T8 
(f) Center of crown (mid-dome), T9 
(g) Above rear spark plug, T10 
(h) Front of intake-valve-rocker hOUSing, Tll 
(i) Top of intake chamber, T12 
(j) Between rear spark plug and exhaust port, T13 
The thermocouples (26-gage enamel-insulated iron and constantan 
wires) are peened into the cylinder wall between two adjacent fins. 
The following method of peening is illustrated in figure 7(a): 
A O.040-inch-diameter hole is drilled to a depth of 1/32 inch 
into the cylinder wall at the required location between two adjacent 
cylinder fins. The thermocouple junction is placed in the hole and 
the metal around the hole is peened with the aid of a peening tool 
to grip the thermocouple tightly~n place. Sleeving is slipped over 
each thermocouple wire for additional protection; the two covered 
wires are then supported near the tip of a fin. 
SpeCial thermocouples. - Deep-embedded thermocouples are used 
for measuring the temperature of such cylinder-head internal 
regions as the exhaust-valve guide and seat. 
OQ 
N 
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The method of embedding a thermocouple deeply in the cylinder 
wall is illustrated in figure 7(b) for an exhaust-valve guide. A 
IllS-inch-diameter hole is first drilled into the cylinder-wall to 
within 1/32 inch of the required thermocouple position. A 0.040-
inch-diameter hole is then drilled at the bottom of this first hole 
to a depth of 1/32 inch. The thermocouple junction ia peened into 
the small hole. A hollow peening tool (shown in fig. 7(b» is used 
in order to clear the thermocouple wires. For protection, a two-
hole Alundum tube is slipped over the thermocouple wires to the 
bottom of the large hole; the large hole is then filled with high-
temperature-resistant plastic cement. 
Special techniques have been developed by the NACA for measur-
ing the temperatures of the piston and the exhaust valve in single-
cylinder tests. These techniques are described in detail in ref-
erences 1 and 2. 
Cylinder-Barrel Cooling Index 
Barrel-flange thermocouples. - A thermocouple embedded in the 
barrel flange at the rear of the cylinder is commonly used to indi-
cate the cooling condition of the cylinder barrel. A photograph of 
the standard ANC flange thermocouple is presented in figure 8. The 
thermocouple installation consists of two l4-gage heavily insulated 
wires (iron and constantan); one end of each wire is bared and then 
pressed into and sweated to a l/S-inch-diameter, l/4-inch-length 
copper sleeve. The sleeves are peened into two holes drilled in 
the cylinder flange. 
The former practice at the NACA was to substitute a thermo-
couple spot-welded to the flange for the flange-embedded thermo-
couple. In recent multi cylinder-engine investigations at the NACA, 
however, cylinder failures that have occurred at the flange have 
been attributed to the thermal stresses produced in spot-welding, 
and the use of a spot-welded flange thermocouple has been 
discontinued. 
The foregoing thermocouple installations are suffiCiently 
rugged for service use; however, the flange location is not con-
sidered the most suitable location for obtaining temperature 
measurements indicative of the over-all cooling conditions of 
the barrel. 
Barrel-finning thermocouples. - The locations generally used 
instead of the flange are at the rear of the cylinder about one-half 
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and about two-thirds of the barrel flnning up from the bottom barrel 
fin (T15 and T19, respectively, fig. 6(b». For these locations, 
the thermocouple is closer to the top-piston-ring zone of action 
than for the flange location; for current engines, the two-thirds 
position corresponds roughly to the level of the top piston ring at 
piston midstroke. 
At the NADA, the thermocouples (26-gage iron and constantan 
wires) in the barrel firming are merely peened into the barrel wall 
(or the muff) in the manner previously described for the cylinder-
head-survey thermocouples. Such a thermocouple installation is 
satisfactory for engine-cooling inv~stigations but lacks the 
ruggedness required for service. 
Cylinder-Barrel Survey 
Some of the locations on the cylinder barrel used for obtain-
ing the barrel temperature distribution are also indicated in the 
photographs of figure 6 and are: 
(a) Rear of barrel, one-third of barrel finning up from bottom 
fin, Tl4 
(b) Front, intake, and exhaust sides of barrel, half -way up 
barrel finning, Tl6, Tl7, and TIS, respectively. 
The thermocouples are peened into the barrel wall (or the 
muff) • 
COOLING-AIR PRESSURES 
Engine cooHng-air pressure surveys conducted at the NADA on 
numerous test-stand and flight installations show that the total 
and static pressures ahead of and behind the engine vary appreciably 
wIth location. The surveys also show that the pressure distribu-
tions are greatly influenced by the cowl deSign, by the cowl atti-
tude with respect to the incoming air, and by the location and the 
deflection of the cowl flaps. In installations in which the pro-
peller seta up considerable swirl in the cooling air, .appreciable 
difference exists between the total pressures at the fin-passage 
entrances of the two sides of a cylinder. Obstructions to the air 
flow, such as distributors, magnetos, manifolds, and valve push-
rod guides, also affect the pressure distributions. Because of 
the sensitivity of the cooling-air pressures to location, to design 
of installation, and to operating conditiOns, the current practice 
~-------r-
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in engine-cooling investigations is to employ a large number o~ 
total- and static-pressure tubes in the measurement of the average 
cooling-air pressure drop across the engine. The cooling-air pres-
sure drop, which includes a complete loss in velocity head at the 
rear of the engine, is the difference between the average total 
pressure ahead of the engine and the average static pressure behind 
the engine. 
Types of pressure tube. - The total pressure ahead of a cyl-
inder is measured with either a shrouded total-head tube installed 
directly in front of the cylinder or with an open-end tube installed 
between the fin tips and the cylinder baffle slightly behind the 
baffle entrance. (See fig. 9.) 
The shrouded total-head tube is insensitive to angle of flow 
up to 600 • Some of the shroud designs used are shown in figure 10j 
inasmuch as the accuracy of the pressure indications is substan-
tially unaffected by the design of the shroud-venturi inner wall, 
design 3 (fig. 10(c» is preferable because of simplicity of con-
struction. The tube is somewhat difficult to use because of the 
support and bracketing problems. 
The total-pressure indications of the open-end tube are nor-
mally quite sensitive to angle of flow; however, when located as 
shown in figure 9, the open-end tube is so effectively shielded by 
the baffle and the cylinder as to be substantially unaffected by 
the direction of approach of the air to the cylinder. The details 
of installation of an open-end tube (3/16- to 1/4-in. stainless-
steel or copper tUbing) on a cylinder baffle are shown in figure 11. 
The open end of the tube is located about 1/8 inch behind the 
baffle entrance; slight deViations from this position have no 
effect on the accuracy of the pressure indications. 
For the measurement of the rear static pressures, both closed-
end static-pressure tubes supported in the air stream directly 
behind the cylinder and open-end tubes so located on the baffle 
rear as to receive no velocity pressure have been successfully 
used. Both types of tube are shown in figure 12 at the various 
locations that have given reliable results. Details of the closed-
end static tube are given in the sketch of figure 13. The instal-
lation of the open-end tubes (3/16- to 1/4-in. stainless-steel or 
copper tubing) at the shielded locations on the side baffles is 
shown in figure 14. The open-end static tube in the shielded 
locations is usually preferred to the closed-end static tube 
because of convenience of installation and also because of the 
sensitivity of the closed-end static tube to direction of air flow. 
_____________ .-1 
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Basic pressure-tube installation on radial single-row engines. -
The cooling-air total pressure ahead of the engine is measured with 
open-end tubes Hl, H2, H3, H4, and liS located on each cylinder at the 
positions indicated in figure 15. Tube Hl is located at the top of 
the head in line with the front and rear spark plugs; tubes H2 and 
H3 are located at the level of the middle circumferential head fin; 
and tubes H4 and HS are located two-thirds of the way up the barrel 
finning. The cooling-air static pressure behind the engine is 
measured at the rear of each cylinder with open-end tubes placed in 
shielded positions, as indicated in figure 16. Tube PI is installed 
in the stagnation region b~hind the cylinder top baffle and tubes P3 
and P5 are installed in the rear curl of the intake-side baffle at 
right angles to the general direction of the air flow. Tubes P3 and 
P5 are at the same level as tubes H3 and HS, respectively. 
Any tubes that lie in the wake of an obstruction are moved out 
of the wake as close to the originally intended location as possible. 
Basic pressure-tube installation on radial multirow engines. -
The basic pressure-tube installation for the multirow engine is the 
same as that described for the single-row engine with the following 
exceptions: 
(a) Only the front of the front-row cylinders of the multirow 
engine i s instrumented with total-head tubes for measuring the 
total pressure ahead of the engine. 
(b) Only the rear of the rear-row cylinders of the multirow 
engine is instrumented with static-pressure tubes for measuring 
t he static pressure behind the engine. The front total-pressure-
tube installation for the front-row cylinders and the rear static-
pressure-tube installation for the rear-row cylinders are thus the 
same as those described for the front and rear of the cylinders of 
the single-row engine, respectively, (figs. 15 and 16). 
Additions to tubes of basic installation. - Although the basic 
pressure tubes are satisfactory for instrumentation of most engine 
installations, additions to the basic pressure tubes may be required 
for some engine installations. Some of the pressure tubes used to 
supplement the basic installation are outlined as follows: 
(a) Open-end total-head tubes at baffle entrance on exhaust 
side of cylinder at level of exhaust-port axis and at level of 
bottom barrel fin (designated H6 and H7 in fig. 9) 
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(b) Sbielded total-head tubes supported directly in front of 
cylinder head and barrel (H8 and H9 in 1°1g. 9) 
(c) Closed-end static tubes supported in air stream parallel 
to the general direction of flow directly behind cylinder head and 
barrel (P8 and P9 in fig. 12) 
9 
(d) Open-end static tube located just above cylinder flange in 
shielded position at rear of cylinder (P7 in fig. 12) 
The choice of these tubes for each engine installation should 
be based on consideration of the probable effe,cts of the flow paths 
to and from the engine on the flow conditions at the front and rear 
faces of the engine. These additional tubes may be especially 
required in engine installations wherein the pressure gradients 
ahead of and behind the engine are steep and erratiC, such as would 
be caused by a bigh-velocity blast of air directed at a portion of 
the cylinders (found to occur in cowls with high-velocity inlets 
and short high-angle diffusers) or by extensive blockage in the 
flow paths to and from the engine. In general, such flow concUtions 
are to be avoided because of the large pressure losses ahead of and 
behind the engine and because of the highly nonuniform cooling 
involved, which results in radical departure of the cylinder-
temperature distribution from that obtained in the usual engine-
development and endurance tests. 
In addition to the use of more tubes in the pressure measure-
ments, the basic installation may be expanded to instrumentation of 
the cylinders in other rows of the multirow engine; that is, the 
front of the cylinders in the intermediate and rear rows may also 
be instrumented with total-head tubes and the rear of the cylinders 
in the intermediate and front rows may also be instrumented with 
static tubes. 
The expanded pressure-tube installation permits closer study 
of the details of the air flow. From this study the tubes that 
should be added to the basic installation, if any, to give the best 
measure of average pressure drop can be determined. 
Pressure-tube installation used on in-line air-cooled engine . -
Inasmuch as most medium- and high-power air-cooled engines are of the 
radial type, little cooling work has been done on the in-line air-
cooled engine. The pressure-tube installation satisfactorily used 
in one unpublished cooling project at the NACA on an in-line air-
cooled engine is presented in figure 17, which shows the configura-
tion of the engi ne cylinders and the types and the locations of 
pressure tubes installed on each cylinder. 
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CORRELATION OF ENGINE-COOLING DATA 
A method was developed in re~erence 3 for conveniently relating 
the average temperature o~ an air-cooled engine to the cooling-air 
and engine operating conditions. This method greatly reduces the 
amount of investigation required to establish the cooling chara,cter-
istics of an engine and greatly simplifies the correlation of the 
experimental data. The detailed application of the correlation 
method is illustrated in re~erence 4. 
In engine-cooling correlation work, the cooling-air pressure 
~ across the engine heads and across the barrels are determined 
separately: The cooling-index temperature for the engine heads is 
correlated with the pressure drop across the heads and the cooling-
index temperature for the engine barrels is correlated with the 
barrel pressure drop. The head cooling-index temperature is taken 
as the average for all the engine cylinders of the temperature 
indications of the cylinder-head cooling-index thermocouples; the 
barrel cooling-index temperature is taken as the average for all 
the engine cylinders of the barrel cooling-index thermocouples. 
For the basic pressure-tube installation, the average of the read-
ings of tubes Hl, H2, and H3 for all the engine cylinders (fig. 15) 
is taken as the average pressure in front of the engine heads; the 
average of the readings of tubes H4 and H5 is taken as the average 
pressure in front of the engine barrels. The average of the 
readings o~ tubes Pl and P3 (fig. 12) is taken as tbe average 
pressure bebind the engine beads; the average of the readings of 
tubes P5 is taken as the average pressure behind the engine barrels. 
Accurate measurement of the engine operating conditions (in 
particular, of charge-air and fuel flows) as well as of the cooling-
air conditions is required for proper establishment o~ the engine 
cooling characteristics. Typical experimental methods in flight 
and on a test stand are described in re~erences 5 and 6. 
Flight Propulsion Res~arch Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee ~or AeronautiCS, 
Cleveland, Ohio, September 9, 1947. 
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Figure 8. - Standard ArmY-Navy-Commerce barrel-flange thermocouple. 
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Figure 9. - Front- and rear-row cyl inders showing total-head-tube in-
stallation. 
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( a) Des i gn I. 
( b ) Des i gn 2 . 
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Ie ) Desi gn 3 . 
Figure 10 . - Des i gns of shrouded total-head tubes used i n cool i ng in-
vest i gat ions. 
o 2 3 4 5~ 6 
(al View of cylinder baffles. 
Figure II. - Deta i Is of installation of total-head open-end tubes on baffles. 
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( b) F ront vi ew of s i de baffl e . 
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Fig u re I I. - Co n c Iud ed . De t a i Is o fin s t a I I at ion 0 f t ot a I - h e ado pen - end 
tubes on baffles . 
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Figure 12. - Front- and rear-row cylinders showing static-pressu re-tube 
locations. 
Nose Closed wi th 
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tip fin i sh ed by 
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Figure 13. - Sketch of closed-end static-pressure tube used in cool ing 
investigations. 
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Figur e I .... - betai Is of installation of static- pressure open -en d tubes on baffles. 
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i i gure 15 . - Lo cati o n o f t o t a l-h ead tub es o n cyl i nder (front vi ew) . 
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Fiflure 16 . - Locat i o n of stat ic- p r essur e t ube s on c y l ind e r (r ea r view). 
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Figure 17. - pressure-tube installation used on in-I ine ai r-cooled engine. 
